
BECKY LIANG
User Experience Designer

SKILLS

UX Research 

User research, user interviews, user testing, 
information architecture, site mapping, card-sorting, 
A/B testing

Design 

Figma, Invision, Zeplin, UI design, prototyping, 
wireframing, accessible design, interaction 
design, responsive web design, usability 
heuristics, storyboarding, user journey mapping

EDUCATION

BrainStation  |  Diploma in UX Design

APRIL  2022 - JULY  2022, VANCOUVER, BC

 Graduated top of class

University of British Columbia  |  Bachelors in 
Psychology 
SEPT  2016 - MAY 2021, VANCOUVER, BC

 Member of the Psychology Students Association of 
UB

 Member of UBC UX Hub

AWARDS

JULY 2022, VANCOUVER, BC

 Won first place alongside a team of developers and 
designers in BrainStation x Unbounce’s 24hr hackathon

BrainStation x Unbounce 24 hr Hackathon

INTERESTS

Ecommerce, entrepreneurship, social media marketing, 
swimming, reading, exploring nature, travelling

PROFILE

I’m an observant designer with a strong ability to 
empathize with people, honed through my background in 
psychology and years of working in customer-centered 
roles. I offer a unique perspective by being able to blend 
my knowledge in UX along with my experience in 
ecommerce. My purpose as a designer is to create a 
meaningful brand experience for users while also striving 
to drive business goals. 

EXPERIENCE

UX Teaching Assistant |  BrainStation

JULY 2022 - OCT 2022, VANCOUVER, BC

 Evaluated student projects and presentations with strong attention to 
detail and proposed insightful feedback to help improve student 
performance

 Initiated and led class presentations to educate students on design 
principles, course content and Figma concept

 Extended support and assistance to students using an empathetic 
approach and active listening skills, resulting in a harmonious 
classroom atmosphere 

Support Advisor  |  Shopify

JAN  2021 - DEC  2021, REMOTE ONLINE

 Advised over 4500 merchants with marketing and sales strategies 
to drive business growth by using strong communication and 
problem-solving skills to create tailored solutions for online stores

 Achieved an 85% average performance rating for actively taking 
ownership to  generate innovative solutions for merchants and 
effectively communicating ideas using strong, persuasive 
presentation skill

 Collaborated cross-functionally with other teams to research, 
ideate and synthesize findings to provide actionable solutions for 
merchants resulting in a 90% average satisfaction rating 

PROJECTS

TrustKey Mobile App | UX Designer 

JUNE  2022 - JULY 2022,  VANCOUVER, BC
 Utilized the design thinking process to research the problem space 

of the lack of accountability between tenants and landlords to 
design a solution that effectively addresses the problem

 Produced grayscale wireframes and hi-fi mock-ups using Invision to 
gather UI inspiration and Figma to design an interactive prototype

 Conducted two rounds of user testing and made iterations after 
each round to optimize usability, resulting in an effective and 
delightful experience for users 

JULY 2022, VANCOUVER, BC

BrainStation x Unbounce 24 Hour Hackathon  | UX Designer 

 Won first place by working cross-functionally in an interdisciplinary 
team of designers and web developers to design a new question 
form feature and employee task management system aimed at 
reducing help wait time

 Communicated ideas clearly to developers to ensure feasibility of 
designs and alignment on project goals which resulted in a smooth, 
easy handove

 Utilized storytelling and public speaking techniques to present ideas 
to a live audience alongside a panel of judges 

becky.liang@gmail.com

linkedin.com/in/beckyliangdesign   

www.beckyliang.com

https://www.figma.com/proto/E2FKtCfa9BeDtn9XuLrOGw/TrustKey-Prototype?scaling=scale-down&page-id=0%3A1&starting-point-node-id=107%3A3468&node-id=107%3A3468
https://spiffy-croissant-04a5eb.netlify.app/dev
http://www.linkedin.com/in/beckyliangdesign
http://www.beckyliang.com

